Experimental comparison between autofluorescence spectra of constrained fresh and cryopreserved arteries.
The study of mechanical properties of the arterial wall is an important step in the comprehension of the vascular physiopathological functioning. However, cryopreserving biological tissues using very low temperatures can induce biological and structural modifications which may involve complications (dilatation, bursting, stenosis) after reimplantation. Many procedures of mechanical tests (traction, dilatation) developed in research allow us to comprehend and analyse rheological behaviour of the arterial wall. The study presented in this article offers a new perspective to detect changes of mechanical properties of cryopreserved arterial samples. In fact, the original idea is to couple a mechanical test bed (uniaxial traction of arterial rings) with spectroscopic measurements (autofluorescence) for the purpose of correlating mechanical modifications and spectral variations. Ultimately, this new approach could lead to develop a device allowing atraumatic and contactless optical examinations of arterial graft to determine its mechanical state before reimplantation.